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Abstract

Given different processes in recent years to analyze vectorial data production at 
different scales as well as quality analysis of it, geometric primitive geocodes were 
analyzed forming the geographic objects representation in order to carry out a
geometric-topological recognition from different ways of representing reality
vectorially. We used the nearest neighbor rule combined with a classification, 
determining an iterative search algorithm to analyze polylines that form curves or
geographic objects. This algorithm allows modeling certain spatial uncertainty 
indicators from different types of topological-geometric errors that have 
propagated significant differences between various scales correspondence of 
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vectorial information. 

1. Introduction

Mapping production traditionally has been a long process that involves acquisi-
tion and information validation, cartographic databases development and carto-
graphic generation at different scales. Recently, (Kumi-Boateng et al., 2010), raises 
awareness in the policies establishment to authenticate quality of spatial data pro-
duction, “is not only useful for in-house data development, but data customers and
users are able to determine the validity of data by checking the sources and proce-
dures used to create the data”.

In the cartography production history, there have been an events series and ele-
ments, directed by sciences and technologies; for study, knowledge and the territo-
ries representation. One of the main problems to abstract from reality features for 
the territory knowledge was that there were not standardized models for abstraction 
process. According to (Andrew U. F., 2008), a decision processes model, from the 
point of view data producers, must be “sufficiently simplified, based on bounded 
rationality leads to an operational method to assess the fitness for use of data”.  
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Prior to this criterion, each information producer in its own judgment, was using 
methodology of his choice, usually without considering metrics control and re-
quired specifications for adequate information collection. Generally, large amount 
research considering mapping quality from vectorial data at various scales, takes 
into account assessing primitive’s components for any cartographic representation.  
Of such analysis in most cases it has been determined that if there are abnormalities 
in evaluating data process at different cartographic scales, these have been propa-
gated in cartographic edition, inheriting various errors; metric, semantic, geometric 
and topological. This situation relates largely to that in most cases editing processes
have been manual (Griffith, 2008) “Because so much geospatial data has been 
manually digitized over the years, researchers have studied error associated with 
this digitizing process for several decades”. The errors propagation generated in
such manual editing processes, has left in most cases, an uncertain control of spatial 
data that show objects and territory elements. However, current vector map editing
process is believed that new technologies can generate better geospatial
representations data. The NCGIA initiative on “Visualizing the Quality of Spatial 
Information” classified the sources of data uncertainty as source errors, process 
errors and use errors, (Beard, M.K.  et al., 1991). However, it must be noted that 
uncertainty arises in real data in many ways, since data may contain errors or may 
be only partially complete (Lindley, 2006). In order to propose a model to evaluate 
spatial uncertainty, we proceeded to analyze spatial data sets coherence included in 
the corresponding databases to curves elements. To show anomalies of geometric
and topological correspondences, the analysis consisted in data integrating from 
same sources at different scales since same sites where objects should correspond 
to each other. Most of the representation conflicts of vectorial information have to 
do with the detail level in its geometry, and for such situation, several data sets 
were analyzed that implicitly in its constitution have abnormalities linked to the 
way they are edited. Since geometric evaluation of vectors forming the curves ob-
ject, and these being represented by an interconnected polylines series, expressing 
the terrain shape elevation, these were integrated with various technologies in order 
to describe its geometric shape representation over a background image in the cor-
responding territory. It was determined that curves representation that describes
features around water bodies should be an equable set of terrain polylines to repre-
sent in a certain elevation. A curve that describes topographic features on the terri-
tories, should never enter in the surface water bodies, given that these elements
constitution is unpredictable to be measured by fact that water is not a fixed com-
ponent to be measurable. Therefore, to be measurable in elevation, volume and 
surface strictly depends on other procedures, such that determinations of
hydrological and hydraulic order. Then, the level curves evidence that cross over
water bodies, help us to determine inconsistencies existence in the images referenc-
ing, its constitution pixelating and vectorial data integration, and those
inconsistencies, which has introduced this research idea, in the elements analysis of 
polylines representing curves that have been produced by different technologic 
mechanisms  through the years. Thus, is intended to measure inconsistencies
represented on the basis of vector data mismatch-image, awarded to error propaga-
tion evidence. Showing different quality aspects, we concentrated on curves near to 
a water body, where they fall within that body. To evaluate these inconsistencies,
we used a Landsat image for the ETM + panchromatic band with 15m spatial reso-
lution, which was integrated with different scales of vectorial data representing
curves.
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2. Metodology 

To support consistency in the issue of representation geometric correlation
between same sites information, we supported with FME workbench technology, 
which allowed us to integrate different vector data layers with up to three different
data sets at scales 1:20 000, 1:50 000 and 1:250 000, using different spatial tech-
nology operators. By verifying the same curves correspondences at different scales,
the geometric representation has to be similar, differs greatly in the logic represen-
tation of territory. Similarly, if you put a background image, it can be seen that such 
inconsistencies are represented in the study area. In most cases, scales 1:250 000
and 1:1 000 000 have reportedly been subjected to cartographic generalization
processes of manual type, which in its due time to lack of technology and perhaps 
to the little given importance of the quality issue adjudicated from these scales that 
should represent the territory. To determine differences in the curves integration
that describes water body’s scales and their vectorial relationship located in specific
image pixels, turn to perform various tests such as the example (Figure 1) in
different water bodies of the given area.

Figure 1: Integration of scales 50 and 20K on Landsat

Generally, information integrations from vectorial samples at different scales 
analyzed show in high percentage the same problematic in the indicated correspon-
dences. Sometimes the semantic representation evidences changes, due to data sets 
produced temporality, by facts that scale production 1:50 000 analysed, was edited 
between 1968 and 1988 being integrated at 1:20 000 scales which has been edited 
recently. The integration purpose of data sets mentioned above was performed to 
analyze the geometric relationships, topological, semantic and positional accuracy 
between different information scales on the same territory. For example, it should 
be common that contours representation at 1:50 000, that goes to each 10 meters, 

EMT

regarding contours at 1:20 000 which also are set to the same equidistance,� these 
should match respectively in geometry terms and positional accuracy. However, 
since in the editing process the cartography at 1:50 000 emerges from a photogra-
phy scale to 1:75 000 and the 1:20 000 cartography emerges from a photography 
scale to 1:40 000. Now, the different personnel involved which has been working 
on the editing process and equally in the application of different standards across 
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time. To validate the position correct curves and their relative pixels position in the 
image, we made satellite positioning, placing a point’s series near water bodies,
which helped us to check how accurate position curves is, in relation to the image
pixels where these must correspond in position. What struck us was that while the 
both scales curves edited every 10 meters, these have wide correspondence differ-
ences relating to representation of the terrain they describe. In blue continuous 
curves are described at 50K with poor quality in editing geometry with various and
frequent peaks that if we analyze at a zoom, it could be seen that edition makes no 
sense on respect to elevation of territory that it represents. In both situations the 
issue would be that the curves being represented in same elevation to a given terri-
tory, these lack logic and the problem has wanted to evaluate from a topological 
and geometric point of view, in order to describe a model that expresses the spatial
uncertainty according to the problems described. Of recent papers that analyze
images pixels and their relationship in the objects formation, and the use of
algorithms and alignment patterns can cite to (Soe, W.M. et al., 2001; Steele B. 
M., 2001; Zhang K., 2008; Xiang Zhang, 2011; Muhammad Aamir Cheema et al., 
2010).  

2.1 Definition of the problem.

Let U be an object universe. Each object UOi � is described by an attribute set

� �,x,,x,x=R n2 ...1 and the objects are distributed in d-classes � �....1 Sn,,S,S 2 Let   

� �,O,,O,O=TM m2 ...1 UTM � be the training set of the objects belonging 

to U. Specifically, a landsat image could be represent for a set LI, where ULI � ,
where each pixel P of LI, can be considered an object O of U. There are several 
areas of interest in LI, which account rivers, lakes, reservoirs, mountains, etc.,
which could represent by subsets of LI. Besides, there are obtained geometric rela-
tionships about a territory, as elevation curves in different scales, which could rep-
resents by subsets of a set GR, where UGR � . In addition, .U=GRLI �
Let � � LIS,O,,O,O=S iul2lli �...

1
and � � GRS,O,,O,O=S jzh2hhj �...

1
the 

sets belonging to lakes and elevation curves of the sets LI and GR, respectively. 
Theoretical, these sets must comply .�� =SS ji However, when physical 
measurements were made in the territory, it was found that above property does not 
hold in all cases (see figures 1 and 2). Besides, is not sufficient to verify compli-
ance with the above mentioned property, since it is desirable to know the degree of 
uncertainty propagated. This work proposes a way to calculate this value of the 
degree of uncertainty, using a classification algorithm, particularly the k-nearest 
neighbor (K-nn) classifier, applied over elevation curves, lakes and land surfaces.
Therefore, the problem in this work is about supervised classification, from a train-
ing set TM, the algorithm allows assigning to a set of objects U,Ot � TMOt 	
a specific class .1,... d,=i,Si The following (figure 2) shows the model that helps 
determine the spatial uncertainty degree, according to analysis made.
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               Figure 2: The proposed model to determine spatial uncertainty

3. Preliminary results
The proposed model includes the application of a classification algorithm, in 

order to obtain the uncertainty degree of elevation curves over lakes, analyzing the 
curves of geographic objects. For the particular case of satellite images shown in 
figures 1 and 2, it was selected the k-nn classification algorithm. In a general way, 
k-nn works as follow: First, the object to be classified is compared among all 
objects of TM, to obtain the distance between them. Second, these distances are 
order ascending. Finally, the first k-neighbors in the established order are only 
considerate for the classification. For the proposed model, the sets:  TM,LI �

TM,J � ,=JLI �� and TSGR � are considered. Where LI  and  J are 
the sets of pixels belonging to lakes and territory in the processed image, GR is the 
set of elevation curves belonging to the processed image and TS is the control or 
test set. Each point of a elevation curve could be represented by one pixel in the 
processed image, using their relative position. Then, each point of everyone 
elevation curves of GR, is processed by k-nn, obtained the k-nearest neighbors. 
Theoretical, all point of an elevation curve should been classified in the set J.
However, in the practice this does not occur, because some points of elevation 
curves are classified in the set LI, which belonging to lakes in the processed image.
The degree of uncertainty (ud) of elevation curve could be obtained using the 
following statement: 


�
�


�
���

n
ba=ud 1

where n  is the number of pixels of the elevation curve; b is the number of pix-
els of the elevation curve classified erroneously into the set LI; and a is a constant 
of adjustment between different scales of elevation curves. Then, if the value of 

1=ud , the elevation curve is correctly mapped. Else, if the value of ud is near to 
1, this means that the mistake made is small. Otherwise, the mistake make is great.
According to the analysis in the water body’s case which have been described in 
the figure 1 and having applied the formula for determining spatial uncertainty, the 
results obtained are in (Table 1).

Table 1: Application of formula for measurement of uncertainty
Curve Points number incidence 

of curve in water body
(b)

Pixels Number of curve with 
water body incidence (n)

Scale (a) ud

2040 2 390 50k 0.9948
1970 2 251 20k 0.9920
1970 2 251 50k 0.9920
1960 6 251 50k 0.9760

Curves
20K
50K

Landsat
Image

Superposition of 
curves on the 

image

Various
technologies:
FME, Google 
Earth, IDRISI, 

ArcMap

Position inconsistencies 
were measured, poor 
geometry, topological 

mismatch and bad editing 
polylines

Classifier

Iterative search 
algorithm to 

polylines that 
form curves

Uncertainty
spatial modeling 
from geometric-

topological
errors

        Vectorial layers

          Image Referencing

Integration
process of 
spatial data

Analyse codes of 
geometric primitives

Review of field samples

Consequences of the 
errors propagation

K_nn
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4.   Conclusions 

It was proposed the preliminary phase algorithm from theoretical approach;
however, this algorithm has been tested in various methodological process
assessments and this being specific to reviews of polylines that constitute curves 
and the relationship of these around water bodies. The purpose was to determine
the spatial uncertainty degree in the example described, demonstrating that errors 
propagation in this case, can be measured in some way with certain metrics, which 
are found in field verifying the correct position (using positioning system) where
curves should cross on terrain and its correspondence in the referenced image. The
next step is to automate the proposed model, implementing the algorithm through a
system, which automates measurement requirements of the spatial uncertainty. 
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